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Passionate about fashion stu-
dent looking for opportunities 
in the industry. 
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About

m deterxined and eczited sezond-year student seeking an opportunity to zonzep-
tualiCe the knowledge gained during studies at the London Mollege of )ashion, as 
well as in the fashion industry in Narious roles. 

(cplored both the zreatiNe and business sides of fashion by studying )ashion Wesign 
that inzluded design, xodelling and tailoring and )ashion Banagexent - an ongo-
ing degree with releNant xodules in produzt range planning, people xanagexent 
and others.

(czellent zoxxunization and pitzhing skills azzoxpanied by endless energy and 
desire to deNelop skills in the faNoured Deld - )ashion Susiness.m deterxined and 
eczited sezond-year student seeking an opportunity to zonzeptualiCe the knowl-
edge gained during studies at the London Mollege of )ashion, as well as in the 
fashion industry in Narious roles. (cplored both the zreatiNe and business sides of 
fashion by studying )ashion Wesign that inzluded design, xodelling and tailoring 
and )ashion Banagexent - an ongoing degree with releNant xodules in produzt 
range planning, people xanagexent and others. (czellent zoxxunization and 
pitzhing skills azzoxpanied by endless energy and desire to deNelop skills in the 
faNoured Deld - )ashion Susiness.�
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